
CREATE BELL RINGER 

SET B



BELL RINGER #1

Create a modern version of “The Gift of 
the Magi”. What would be the prized 
possessions that they would have to sell? 
What would the setting 

look like? 



BELL RINGER #2

What is the scariest book or movie you’ve 
ever read or seen? What makes it scary? 
What personally scares you? 



BELL RINGER #3

Do you believe in the concept of karma? 
Why or why not? Give an example



BELL RINGER #4

Do you believe in revenge? Is revenge 
necessary if someone has wronged you or 
someone you know? 



BELL RINGER #5

“We all wear masks” 

What do you think of this expression? 
What does it mean? 

Do you agree? Do you wear

A mask? 



BELL RINGER #6

Write about what you think caused Edgar allan poe’s death. Write a 
police report explaining your version of what happened. 

“Mr. poe was found wearing another man’s clothes and delirious. 
There is evidence

 to believe that…”



BELL RINGER

 #7



BELL RINGER #8

Describe what “betrayal” means. Write a definition in 
your own words. How does betrayal affect somebody? 
Give an example of betrayal. 



BELL RINGER #9 Write the last moments of Fortunato’s

 life from his perspective. What was he

 feeling when he first went down into the

 catacombs, how did he feel as montresor 

started building the wall, then lastly when

 he was completely built in. 



BELL RINGER #10

Think back to one of our first assignments: to create a 
plot for one of your favorite stories! Now, using that same 
story, create THREE different themes/ lessons from that 
story



Bell Ringer 11:  Write a short story based on this picture



Bell Ringer 12:  

Edgar Allan Poe had a rival who he constantly was 
trying to one up. How does this event in his life 
effect his writing of “The Cask of Amontillado”? 
Why do you think Poe wrote this story? 



Bell Ringer 13:  

PIXAR: talking cars, talking bugs, talking toys, talking emotions… 

Give a random object the ability to talk and 
describe the movie plot in honor of pixar!



Bell Ringer 14:  


